Hierarchical classification with Random Forests

Problem description:
Hierarchical structuring of classes of data items and of the corresponding classification problem has been investigated in the past mostly for the purpose of an efficient decomposition of multi-class problems into a cascade of binary classification problems [1][2]. On the other hand, Decision Trees and their ensembles, the Random Forests[3], are also hierarchical approaches to classification but capable of efficient multi-classification by treating discrimination of all the classes simultaneously.

In this research project, we investigate the gain in accuracy that can be made by hierarchical reorganization of multi-class problems, using Random Forests at each level of classification for the compound classes. An adequate class hierarchy has to be constructed automatically. We here consider more directly the complexity of the Random Forest trained to discriminate the classes (quantified as number of leaf nodes) and the errors made in class prediction on validation datasets. These will be the measures to guide the merging into or partitioning of the compound classes, hence the generation of the classification hierarchy. The classification hierarchy may be built bottom-up by recursively merging groups of classes, or top-down by recursively splitting compound classes. Several variants of constructing the hierarchy will be compared on synthetic datasets of varying complexity and on at least one real-world dataset.

Work schedule:
- Literature review on hierarchical classification and random forest
- build hierarchical structure with random forest
- test on synthetic dataset and modify algorithm
- test on at least one real-world dataset
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